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My Remington Summer 
Savanna Kucerak 
I have always admired people like Reba Mclntire, the country singer, or, as I grew 
older, authors such as Toni Morrison or Stephen King. They represented all that I wanted 
to be: well known and out there making a mark on the world. They were my heroes. 
But, in the summer of 2006, the summer I call my "Remington Summer," I learned that 
the true meaning of "hero" was right in front of me all along. 
After the birth of my younger sister and me, my parents agreed that it would be 
the most beneficial for us children if my mom left work to become a stay-at-home mom, 
despite the anticipated financial difficulties. Therefore, as a child, my sister, my brother, 
and I used to accompany my mother as she ran errands. Sometimes, our travels would 
take us past the place where my dad worked, a factory operated by the once-prominent 
firearm company, Remington Arms. She would park the car on a side street within view 
of my dad's window and help us out onto the sidewalk. I jumped up and down, waving 
my hands back and forth above my head, eyes focused on that window. It wouldn't take 
long for my dad's smiling face to appear, his hand waving back at us from above. 
"Look, there's Daddy! Wave to Daddy!" my mom would say to us as she pointed 
up into the air. I waved more enthusiastically, jumping higher and making wider arcs 
with my arms. I was innocent, ignorant, and free. 
Our "dates with Daddy" never lasted long because, as my mom explained, he 
always "had to go back to work." Reluctant to return to the car, I remained outside for 
one last moment, enjoying the summer breeze push the brown wisps of hair off my 
shoulders as I stood gazing up at the strange building in front of me. And that's exactly 
what it was to me - a building. Until I was nineteen years old, Remington Arms was just 
the building in which my dad worked during the day. Apart from the occasional bits of 
conversation I collected from my parents, Remington, and everything associated with it, 
was easy to ignore. It was general knowledge, not real, undeserving of my attention. 
Besides, I had better things to do. 
Piano lessons, flute lessons, vocal lessons, volleyball uniforms, character shoes, 
stage makeup, Student Council fundraisers, a trip to France, gas money, a car: I was ^ 
never deprived of anything due to financial reasons. I would say, "I want to do this, and 
my parents would reply, "If that's what you really want, we'll find a way to do it." Some 
might say I was spoiled, but I regard my adolescence as a time full of opportunity, a time 
when I could reach out and experience new things without worrying if my parents would 
support me in every way they could - physically, emotionally, and, if within their means, 
financially. . . 
I did what I could to contribute money to fund all of my various extracurricular 
activities. I began babysitting at age eleven; then, as I grew older, I continued working, 
taking myriad different jobs. But it wasn't until my first year in college that I discovered 
the true value of money, wincing every time I had to withdraw from my meager savings. 
My parents faithfully did what they could to support me while I was in college, but I 
resolved to sit and dream about the days when I would make real money. The money I 
made from working two jobs the previous summer was not enough to make me feel 
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secure, and I was determined to find a better paying job next summer, no matter what. 
And finally, Remington Arms became real. 
I walked into the orientation waiting room, feeling completely out of place in my 
new steel-toed boots, tattered jeans, and safety glasses. I sat down silently in a chair, my 
stomach uneasy with the fear of entering the world that my dad had known for so long. 
Will I be able to do the work? Will it be dangerous? Will I be bored? Will I be treated 
well? 
A few minutes after eight a.m., a woman's voice broke the nervous silence and 
asked for all of the summer college help to follow her. I obediently shuffled out of the 
room, along with about ten others, entered a conference room, and began to complete a 
pile of paperwork. 
After watching a few poorly made safety videotapes, a man came in to "welcome" 
us to Remington. 
"We take safety serious here, so if you're going to mess around, we won't hesitate 
to boot you right out. We don't need you here; keep in mind that you are replaceable. 
There are a ton of college kids that would love to be in your shoes, so do your work, or 
you're gone." 
I'm happy to be here, too, I thought. 
With the exception of one older woman, I was the only female in a department of 
about fifteen. I was quiet, awkward, and nervous, thrown into an environment where my 
presence could have easily been overlooked. Finally, one man took the responsibility of 
giving me a job to do: I was to count parts using a scale and pour them in small plastic 
bags. Over and over and over again. It was quite exciting. 
I was wondering how many brain cells I had lost that first day when the face of a 
man, whose name I would later learn was Bill, appeared around the corner. He was a tall 
man with large eyes, white hair, and a sideways smile. 
"You're gonna make us look bad," he said. I turned around and looked at him 
cautiously, wondering how I should understand his statement: was he serious or making a 
joke? 
It s time for break! he said and smiled. I smiled back at him, sighing with 
relief, and followed him to the break table. 
From then on, Bill became my mentor and my first friend at Remington. He took 
the time to talk to me, show me how to do different jobs, and "remind" me when it was 
time for breaks. We bonded as we worked side-by-side, talking about our lives and 
aspirations. I talked about my family, and, having none, Bill talked about his job. He 
often revealed his hatred for working at Remington, both directly and implicitly Bill 
wanted to leave Remington to drive trucks, but he hadn't worked there long enough to 
receive a full pension. He talked about his trucker ambition so often that I figured he had 
been dreaming about it for years and that he would remain under the control of 
Remington until he could retire with full benefits. 
retiremITH "?° T summer> Bil1 surprised us all and applied for 
retirement. He had already lined up a job working for a trucking company leaving him a 
few weeks to relax m between jobs. Although I was upse, abom losing my cmtch l^s 
fust talking Aetefk" Ch°Se happin6SS over money; he wa>^d the walk instead of 
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My dad should do that, I thought. He should just leave this place forever and go 
do something he has always dreamed about doing. Then it occurred to me - he couldn't. 
Bill had no family to support, no one who depended on him to meet their financial needs. 
But my dad had my mother, sister, brother, and me depending on him to provide for us. 
He couldn't just leave, ignoring the loss of benefits and salary, for his own personal 
happiness. He loved us far too much to do that. And so he stayed. 
The only escapes I had from factory life were once-a-week milkshake outings 
with my dad. I'd race down the stairs as soon as the lunch bell rang, weaving through the 
people, trying to get the most out of my short thirty minute lunch break. Despite my 
shortcuts and good timing, I had usually lost about five minutes - one precious sixth of 
my break - by the time I reached the factory entrance. As his department was closer to 
the entrance, my dad would be waiting for me when I got there, and we'd immediately 
start walking to the Stewart's across the street for milkshakes. It was a welcome escape, 
a chocolate peanut buttery river to take me away to August, when I would leave 
Remington behind me as I headed back to college. But what was the milkshake to my 
dad? Did it speed him years ahead until retirement? Or had sixteen years at Remington 
tainted any symbolism I hoped to assign to it? I suspected the latter. 
My dad usually went into work at six, and my shift began at seven. However, one 
day, my dad went into work one hour later than usual, and we drove together. Always ^ 
punctual, my dad left the house early enough to pick up coffee for himself and one of his 
coworkers. We pulled into a parking spot in the second row, next to a dark blue BMW 
sitting proudly in the closest spot to the entrance. I studied the car curiously, wondering 
who was foolish enough to blow all of their money on this luxury; surely no Remington 
employee could afford to drive such a vehicle. 
Noticing my interest, my dad turned to me and said, "That belongs to the new 
Plant manager." 
My eyebrows rose, accommodating my swelling eyes. I looked at my dad's 
humble 1996 Jimmy and then at the new BMW. The irony broke my heart. My dad, 
who worked an average of sixty hours per week between Remington and fixing cars in 
the garage, was the owner of the ten-year-old SUV with over 100,000 miles on it. He 
always insisted on driving the oldest car in the family because he wanted the rest of us to 
be safe and to not worry about reliable transportation. Meanwhile, this newly hired Plant 
manager was enjoying a stylish new BMW. I was angry at the unfairness of life. My dad 
will never own a BMW, I thought, yet he was the most deserving person I knew. What 
confused me most, however, was that he never complained about this bitter injustice that 
I then saw so clearly. 
One morning in late July, I was greeted by a solitary table full of solemn faces. 
Everyone was murmuring to each other, and I asked them what was wrong. 
"A man died here early this morning." 
"What happened?" 
"He was working third shift, and he wasn't feeling very well. He asked to go 
home, but he never made it off Plant grounds. They found him when they went on their 
lunch break, lying on the ground, dead." 
"Wow. Was he old? 
"Only in his fifties. Had two little kids, too. Eight and twelve years old." 
"His poor family." 
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"What's worse is that Remington won't give his family what they should. Employees 
have life insurance worth one full year of their salary. If you die in the Plant, you're 
supposed to get three times as much life insurance. But no one ever dies here. They 
made sure no one pronounced him dead until he was off Remington grounds." 
No one ever dies here. The sentence resounded in my head. How can you bear to 
work in a place that betrays its own employees with such measures? I couldn't imagine 
working every day at a place with no guarantees that the company would take care of my 
family if anything ever happened to me. I thought about my dad, who, in the face of 
injustices such as these, continued working in order to make an honest living. He's 
stronger than I'll ever be, I thought. 
Toward the end of summer, I was asked to spend a few days working downstairs 
to fill a deficit of workers. I was assigned to watch a loading/unloading belt in an area 
enclosed by a wooden cage to protect people in the adjacent aisle from stray parts. The 
parts only occasionally came to my area to be unloaded, so I was given the secondary 
task of drilling holes and hammering springs into the newly drilled holes. Being new to 
this job, I was slow and inefficient: between my slow-moving method and the occasional 
interruptions from the belt, the parts waiting to be drilled quickly overwhelmed my area. 
Noticing my distress, an older man made his way over to me. He was tall, thin, 
and worn looking, but his full head of grey hair and his brilliant smile contradicted the' 
circles around his eyes and the calluses on his fingers. I can't recall his name, but it was 
his behavior that left its mark on my heart. 
"Need some help?" 
Reflecting his smile on my own face, I graciously accepted and thanked him 
From then on, we worked as a two-person team: he drilled the holes, and I pounded in the 
springs. r 
As we worked, we engaged in conversation to pass the time. Like the testimonies 
most other long-time Remington Arms employees, he had only planned on working at 
SSX - •But> M *often does'life got in the way-Now-he said<he was 
T nrny !" ^ "S° Y°U ^ t0 COme baCk t0 thiS Place." 
ft, 1 P^sed him I would, and I wondered what it was like to be on the telling end 
of that advice rather than the one receiving it. Why do good people end up living lives 
they never intended on living? How does it feel to have your happiness drained from 
with a string of pearls at the neck and widp A uS women in two-piece suits 
They wore their safety glasses as childrTn hT §raSpmg their parents' hands-
and, most importantly, temporarily A man at the froTT.fasks: awkwa*dly, playfully, 
dictating the purposes of highlighted machines The t t tW 8101113 led the Way' 
from the South who decided to take a little trin't tu ? S' Presumably rich aristocrats 
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glared back at them, angry and hostile, hating them for the luxuries they enjoyed, the 
clothes they wore, and the amused expressions they displayed on their faces. 
Suddenly, I wanted to scream out, "I don't really work here. This is only my 
summer job. I'm in college. I have a 3.9 average. I'm going to be an English teacher, 
among many other praises I felt justified my working there. 
No sooner did I think these thoughts when I felt the pangs of shame slap me 
across the face. Did I think that I was any better than the men and women around me 
because I was smart and went to college? Was I more deserving of the tourists' - or 
anyone else's - respect because I was only summer help? Would I even be flourishing in 
college if my dad hadn't sacrificed himself to this career I was avidly demeaning? 
The tour guide directed the group's attention toward my area, and since the 
wandering eyes and pointing fingers were impossible to ignore, I looked up at the man 
next to me - the man I had laughed with one minute and betrayed the next - curious to 
view the situation through his eyes. He looked up at the tourists with a blank expression, 
and a subtle smile slowly crept its way across his face. 
He started banging two pieces of metal together to create a commotion and began 
yelling, "Don't feed the animals! Don't feed the animals!" 
"Shut up!" his superior yelled from across the floor, but it was too late. The tour 
guide hurried on with his tour, trying to distract his bewildered followers so that they 
wouldn't be burdened with the weight of analyzing the outcry of a desperate man who 
just happened to make the guns with which they loved to play. Besides, I assumed that it 
was impossible for them to grasp the notion of a life lived within these gray walls. They 
would only reach the shallow conclusion that the man's own ignorance and laziness 
caused his unhappiness, and, without any further reflection, they would straighten their 
luxury watches with their freshly manicured fingernails and think about where to go to 
lunch. 
I looked up at my aging friend beside me, and we laughed together, silently 
agreeing that the best way to deal with hardships is not to hang your head in shame, but 
to smile and laugh about them. I thought about my dad in the other end of the plant, 
working the way he did almost every day for sixteen years. I reflected again about how 
he never once complained as he handed over the money he earned with his flesh and 
sanity so that I could spend that extra hour with my math tutor or buy that "perfect" prom 
dress. It was only then that I realized the extent of my dad's sacrifice. He willingly gave 
his hours, days, weeks, months, and years so that I would have the opportunity to choose 
what I wanted to do with my own hours, days, weeks, months, and years. 
I remember gazing up at dad's dependable smile and waving hand from the 
freedom of the sidewalk below, innocent and content. I think, Dad, you never told me 
that you were a hero. Not the cape-wearing, flying-around, saving-the-world, kissing-
the-girl kind of hero, but a true hero. That summer, I discovered that true heroes will 
probably never be famous or remembered throughout history, but the truth of their souls 
colors the world, for they are the ones capable of conjuring a rainbow during a terrible 
storm. True heroes are those who devote their lives to the happiness and well-being of 
their loved ones day after day without as much as a "thank you." True heroes are people 
like my dad, who has unknowingly saved my world time and time again. 
• 
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Before the Land Was Ours 
Jerome M. Degan 
Before the days when the automatic parlor was installed, we carried the machines 
from one station to the next. The huge faint-sweet dust-smelling cows, their sweeping 
round sides heaving almost touching, shining black (some white, but more black as I 
remember them), waited and licked at the grain trough. The tongues of cows are long, 
snaking from their placid snouts and curling around the piles of grain before they lap 
them up. There were cats in the barn and they were black too, sleek nervous cats with 
yellow eyes that shone in their heads like jack-o'-lanterns. We carried the machines here 
and there and when we passed the old window sill where one very nervous thin cat 
lurked, lean and vicious and screaming, we would feel its claws catch our jacket 
shoulders or, if we were too close, raking across our cheeks or necks. Once it struck my 
lips and tasting the almost metal taste of blood I spun around and, pain balled in my fist, 
knocked the cat through the open window. 
I remember some years later that cat catching itself in the relentless mechanical 
trough cleaners. The man who cleaned the barns at the time took the cat from where it 
twisted into the chain and threw it into the manure spreader to bring up the next crop. On 
a farm, life and death are part of a day; they happen unhurriedly and unheeded, the twin 
collateral waste of a life drawn forth from the earth. But I never accustomed myself to 
death. I had a .22 rifle that I would use when we put a cow down if I was asked to do it. 
There is no retirement for cows, no green rolling pastures with clover and a small clear 
pond, no return to the herd, aged matriarch of her times. We slaughtered them before they 
slid past their prime, and sold half the meat and we kept half to freeze. Or they would 
disappear on the silver-sided clanky damp haysmelling trailers, and a check would come 
some weeks later to say they were valued at forty-nine cents per pound. I also used the 
rifle on woodchucks. Gnawing little nuisances, we shot them because we didn't want my 
old man to get angry if we broke an axle driving over the holes. Lying on the crest of a " 
knoll waiting for the fat brown vermin to go on alert before the crack echoed back to us 
to fl£nd SpiUed °Ver 111 thE Sm We carTied them back to their holes 
and stuffed their thick, greasy carcasses into the openings 
I remember another cat, huge sable thick flanked, a panther among the little feral 
cats that moused around the barns. This cat had orange eyes eyes huge to seemed 
disembodied glowing orbs when the cat sat at the end of the driveway at night He left us 
fenngs, the headless corpses of rats as long as my foot. My brother and I clever little 
»d to fc wU« hooves, „ big.W^etC,SXtftT* 
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boodstreaked pale hooves and loop the twine around a shovel handle and heave with the 
cow as she pushed. And the old man right behind her, his hands twisting the calf s head 
into a more correct position saying to her, C'mon of girl, we'll get it now, give us 
another one now. And it was in these moments that I best understood just how deeply he 
loved his cattle. 
Our barn was old. Huge hand planed square beams supported the original 
structure and the old man had built onto that as he expanded. The original barn may have 
dated to the 1820's, and was probably built by Dutch or German settlers. I walked 
through its spaces and touched the hand-hewn square beams, feeling the deep cuts where 
a man more than a hundred years before had knocked a thick log with an adze. I could 
touch something of his remains, feel in that wood a dream that had carried through the 
intervening years to my family. The barn was a special place for me because it was a 
place rooted in someone else's history, a history I could read in the wood like I was living 
a part of their lives. I could feel the pressures of those previous lives, the urgency of their 
work on this land. It was in every mark in the age-dark oak beams; it was in the rusted 
horse-drawn plow buried under piles of unused roughcut pine boards; it thrived in all the 
places where the line of shapeless gray memories of men and women once passed, where 
their love for the land and the work they devoted to it and bore from it made mine a pale 
shadow of a once proud people who were of the land and lived for it. 
In the summer there were fairs. The cows at the fair were always clean, and 
people from in town, come to assert their rights to survey what we were doing (and to 
ride the cheap orgiastic midway rides), would say Oh, how they stink and giggle and we 
weren't sure if they meant us or the cows so we gave them the finger when they walked 
off. The cows were always clean and you sat next to their stalls all day with your hayfork 
and caught the cow's shit as they passed it. Summer was also the time for hay. I would 
stack bales and come in wheezing, my arms and legs red with hives and my skin burning 
as if the dust seeped into my sweat pores. I never liked summer. 
I loved the nights, though. Dark cool time-restive moments when the clarity of the 
land stands out in greater contrast than you can imagine. It is a crisp kind of clarity, and 
I've not found the like since. The darkness pooling on the earth and you can see the 
contours of the land as it spreads from where you stand and the What is the land? seems 
true to you in a way you can't explain. No lights, no evidence that another person is 
breathing the air for a mile in every direction. The farm is gone now. I think about it, 
about my first attempts to make a geography from where I was standing, and I regret the 
loss. For the first time in human history, the majority of the race lives in a city. I try to 
think about what the world would be like if I had to live up in the air, without feeling the 
ground close to me, and I feel sad. I am sad because of the lights, the unctuous blinding 
glow that blooms from our being too near each other. I am sad because I'm afraid I will 
not feel that dark stand-still moment passing over me like understanding. 
The Chess Queen 
Diana Gallagher 
This is not a story about flag football. But on the day I had planned to learn chess, 
I played flag football instead. 
Snowflakes sprinkled past the blazing lights of the Cortland football stadium. I 
jammed my hands into my pockets and jumped up and down to stay warm on the 
November night. 
Ithaca's radio station had already taken the field, prepared to defend its "Cortaca 
Mic" title - a spin-off of the highly-touted Cortaca Jug, the yearly football match-up 
between SUNY Cortland and Ithaca College involving obscene T-shirts, shouting 
matches, and breathtaking amounts of alcohol consumption. 
Though surrounded by less hoopla - the WSUC cheering section consisted of four 
Cortland spectators hovering in the bleachers, texting friends with their gloved hands -
the Cortaca Mic players were no less hardcore. They launched spirals across the field. 
They dodged. They rolled. They tumbled and tossed up their hands in disgust when they 
lost the ball. 
After a team huddle, the WSUC offensive line trotted back onto the field, flags 
flapping around their waists. Craig, the music director who stood at a solid six feet, 
looked down at me. "Since you're the only girl, we won't make you play the whole 
game,"' he said with a hint of a smirk. "I don't want you throwing up or anything out 
there." 
"Umm, I'm an athlete. I'm in pretty good shape," I replied as politely as possible. 
He was already jogging across the turf. 
"You should do some flips," Jason offered. "Scare them off." 
And appear to be a cheerleader? No thanks. 
But after our first touchdown, one guy handed me his flags. "Enjoy." 
So I ran through the snowflakes and swiped at flags streaking past. I guarded the 
Ithaca girl (nobody threw the ball to her, either). My long brown ponytail bounced 
against my sweatshirt. 
Cortland brought home the Cortaca Mic trophy. We dropped to our knees and 
posed triumphantly, the fifteen or so guys and me. I was just the girl in the gray hoodie 
afingCTfor ^l° ^ ^  bUt Sti11 "*** holdin§ UP 
Just the girl. 
«. ajsa zsizsxssssr*—* • 
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intellectual sort of war. The one of careful consideration and established rules that leads 
to quiet devastation. 
After all, chess is quieter than a sport which draws scores of spectators. Much 
quieter. Almost eerily so. As I searched for chess rules on the Internet, I found drawing 
after drawing of the sixty-four square board. No photos of hysterical fans. No pictures of 
grandmasters thumping chests. Just squares and moving pieces. 
After all, chess had been a game for a higher class of people. From the sixth 
century on, men and women alike puzzled over boards in royal courts throughout India, 
Persia, the Iberian Peninsula, and eventually all of Europe. While today's men impress 
each other with last night's game stats, skillfulness in chess was essential - as equally 
important as an appreciation of fine literature and music. And instead of a two-hour bout 
on a Sunday afternoon or Monday night, chess matches extended for days at a time. 
Players paused from pondering their next move to partake in dining, dancing, and 
sleeping. 
But do not mistake chess for a leisurely activity. When a player blunders - then 
and now - he's just as pissed off as if he'd fumbled the ball. 
"This is one of my favorite matches," my classmate Mike typed to me online, 
sending over a hyperlink. 
The link brought me to chessgames.com, which holds archives of famous matches 
that can be viewed move by move. Click: the white pawn takes over the black pawn's 
square. Click: the white king lunges forward while the black king waits in the back row. 
This particular link showed American Paul Morphy's battle against German noble Duke 
Karl and French aristocrat Count Isouard, which took place in Paris in 1858 after a night 
at the opera. - dramatically nicknamed the "Opera House Massacre" for Morphy's 
complete domination of the board. 
Pawns made one-square-at-a-time, diagonal captures. Rooks slid up and down 
columns and rows. The tricky white knight leapt in an L-shape and captured the black 
bishop that had been sneaking down the diagonal. The queen prepared to move in any 
direction to defend her man: the king, who hovered nervously in the back row. 
As per the kibitz section, or game commentary, other present-day fans agreed 
with Mike. 
"I have this game memorized. It is so beautiful, but so simple. This is one of my 
favourites," wrote Tactic 101. 
"The greatest Morphy game there is... shows how development and the initiative 
are far more important than material," agreed IMDONE4. 
I made the pieces move back and forth, back and forth. I jumped from beginning 
to end. The dance did not make sense to me yet. But I could see a theme: move in a 
straight line, conquer, and be damned if the opponent catches you unaware. 
"Damnation" sounded good. I needed a male opponent, I decided - a way to set 
the stakes for this learning endeavor. 
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"All guys know how to play chess," Mike shrugged. "Or at least they say they 
do." 
"Why's that?" 
He shrugged again. "It's not some rite-of-passage thing. It just happens when 
you're growing up." 
All right. I narrowed my quest for a rival. He could not be just any male, but a 
Male: borderline Alpha personality, but with a knack for high-end games. 
Enter Steve Taylor, my highly opinionated Political Science friend who had 
something intelligent (or seemingly intelligent) to say on just about any topic. My 
constant nemesis in mental battles, who one day caused me to storm angrily from Old 
Main and fall as I turned the comer (perhaps karma was telling me something). My 
classmate who, of course, was never wrong. 
ShotGunShortie: then i challenge you to a chess match 
iamstevetaylor: hahah that is what you needed help with???????? 
ShotGunShortie: yeah 
iamstevetaylor: sounds reasonable 
But the trash talk soon began. 
iamstevetaylor: Jay told me you were learning chess in the library 
iamstevetaylor: and I immediately started laughing 
iamstevetaylor: at you, naturally 
ShotGunShortie: i'm so ready for our duel. 
ShotGunShortie: It's on. 
iamstevetaylor: we ' 11 see 
Little did he know that I'd yet to play. 
Growing up, my older brothers ran around outside and watched baseball games o 
TV My female friends had never suggested, "Hey, instead of playing with American Gii 
dolls today, wanna play chess?" I vaguely remembered learning how to play checkers. 
Perhaps Pd toyed with chess pieces once or twice, rolling the plastic characters in my 
hands. But they hadn't resonated with me. 
But at age twenty-one, I discovered that the queen - second in height only to the 
oom ~ rgT With 46 greateSt Strength' Somehow, at some point in the 
990 s, the chess queen joined the board. Her Highness entered quietly, appearing in a 
poem written.by a German monk in Switzerland. At that time, she was the least powerful 
piece on the board, watching the other figures fight around her 
,JIump 31163(1 flve! cenfies to 1490, Salamanca, Spain: Not only did the rules 
grant the queen power but she now had the greatest mobility on the board While the 
r? " eV7 ^  himself for^ln attack, 
queens at 
of Castile. Isabella united Spain throu^teit^fw ^ ISabe"a 
infamous Spanish Inquisition. She took control of the kingdom ^ 
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She was no timid pawn for a dominant king. 
At 11 p.m. on another November night, Mike's apartment was much warmer than 
the Cortland football stadium. He offered me an Arnold Palmer. "Set the board. I'll be 
right back." 
I thought of players lining up on the field. We 're gonna run Red Dragon! Pick up 
number 13! Okay, ready - hike! 
The white and black plastic pieces looked back at me. I placed each queen on her 
respective color and then paused. 
A classical symphony began to play from the kitchen. Mike picked his way 
through assorted art projects scattered on the floor and returned to the table. He turned on 
a desk lamp. "Not bad," he said to my starting lineup, immediately rearranging the 
pieces. "The symmetry's really nice. But the bishop stays next to the king, and then you 
have the knights next to the bishops..." 
As the white side, I had the first move. Eight white pawns coolly faced eight 
black pawns. I moved the pawn in front of the king two spaces forward. 
"Bold," Mike commented. 
As we took turns moving our pieces, he explained the inherent advantages and 
disadvantages to each piece. Although the knight can move in eight directions, "it's 
difficult to master," he said, taking a sip of Arnold Palmer. "Because it's non-linear." 
"Non-linear," I repeated, writing down the term. 
Mike sighed. "I'm going to need patience." 
Sometimes I forgot that my pawn couldn't attack a black piece by leaping 
forward. I made the occasional illegal maneuver, leaving my king wide open for 
checkmate from a vicious rook or vindictive queen. Other times I'd begin to shift another 
pawn in what appeared to be an innocuous move. "Are you sure about that?" Mike asked. 
"Uhh..." 
He pointed. A bishop was under direct attack. A knight could be vanquished. 
Watch out, rook. 
"It's up to you," he finished. 
I stayed put. 
I forgot what time it was. I barely noticed the background music and stayed 
hydrated by occasionally sipping on the iced tea-lemonade mix. "That's a discovered 
attack," Mike noted when I made an unexpected good move that left him vulnerable. I 
couldn't see defensive holes yet, but I was searching. 
Finally, danger found my king. But the king proved more valiant than I'd thought. 
He danced and dodged away from his attackers. For about twenty minutes, he slipped 
past rooks and the black queen. 
Finally, Mike looked up, laughing a bit. "I offer you a draw." 
"Why's that?" I asked, suspicious. 
He gestured to the board. "Because this has been going on for far too long. Your 
king's an acrobat. You've put up a noble fight. Draw?" 
I agreed. It was 12:43 a.m. 
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I found myself thinking about the game the next day as I sat in class and stretched 
at gymnastics practice. White and black pieces sliding and capturing and jumping out ot 
the way... _ 
But if my arm did not quiver under the strain of moving yet another pawn - it 
did not have to pace around the table to regain my breath - if I could sit at the table 
without stretching my quadriceps beforehand - was I really playing a sport ? 
No, wrote Dennis Monokroussos on his blog, '"The Chess Mind. Chess easily 
qualifies as a competitive activity. But the chess fan contests that the game lacks the 
"intrinsically physical" aspect that, for example, football has. Football players must 
physically move the ball (and themselves) into the end zone. Sure, chess players 
physically move their pieces. But they can also play the game online, clicking the mouse 
to slide the pieces, or even a blindfolded version of the game where players "speak" their 
moves. 
The United Kingdom, however, begged to differ. In 2006, the U.K. officially 
recognized chess as a sport - therefore opening opportunities for chess clubs to receive 
governmental funding. The previous definition of "sport" was antiquated, according to 
cabinet member Ed Miliband: "The new definition extends to sports or games that 
involve mental as well as physical aspects," he was quoted as saying in a British 
newspaper, The Independent. This success pushed the English Chess Federation to 
champion for chess as a Winter Olympics sport. 
Interestingly enough, chess shares a quandary with football: neither qualifies as an 
Olympic sport. Outside of the United States, enthusiasm for American football can't 
match the popularity of football played in Europe and Latin America. Chess made the 
"Recognition of International Sports Federations" cut beneath the International Olympic 
Committee umbrella, meaning that much of the world acknowledges chess as a sport. But 
it won't be broadcasted after the luge. Both chess and football will be sidelined when the 
Olympic torch is lit. 
And both activities put their players at risk. Football players suffer both overuse 
and traumatic injuries. Bones crack, ACLs rip, backs groan. No two motions and no two 
games are exactly the same. The same holds for chess: in a game of nearly infinite 
movements, there is no end to configuring attacks and defenses. It can be enough to drive 
a player mad. 
_ Only the game. Only the game. This was the perpetual focus of Bobby Fischer, 
the feisty American chess legend who trounced Soviet players in the '60's and early 
'70's. He toted a miniature chess set out to dinner. Conversations that drifted from chess 
couldn't hold his attention. 
And how about the brilliant Paul Morphy? The first American man to dominate 
the European chess scene eventually withdrew from all social contact He refused to 
participate in public matches. Eventually, it was said that he could be spotted roaming the 
French Quarter of New Orleans, muttering to invisible people. 
When defining a "sport," can extreme mental effort compensate for the lack of 
physical action if the game is enough to drive a man insane? 
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My lack of judgment was enough to drive my patient instructor insane. "What are 
you doing?" he kept asking at our second training session. 
November had turned bitterly cold. Between each move I burst into a coughing 
fit and blew my nose on paper towels. 
Steve had called me the night before. "Yo," he'd greeted me eloquently when I 
picked up the phone. "Want to get dinner with me and Andy?" 
"I'm gonna have to pass. I've got this paper I'm working on." 
"Yeah, whatever." I could sense his smirk through the phone. "I just figured that I 
hadn't seen you in awhile and that I'd be nice." 
"Ask me another time. Are you ready for our match?" 
He laughed. "You're going down." 
"I wouldn't be so sure." 
"That's what she said. Toods, woman." 
"Toods?" 
"Toodles." 
"Are you sure about that?" Mike asked now. 
"Yeah. Whatever." I pushed the rook forward. I could be as reckless with the 
chess pieces as I could be with throwing a football. 
Mike pointed to the dramatic defensive hole I'd just created. 
"Damn. Can I fix that?" 
He considered the board. "It doesn't look too promising." 
"Ah, well, it's my own Coughs interrupted the sentence. 
"Dammit, focus!" Mike looked halfway amused and a bit frustrated. 
"Sorry." 
Every cough jumped my mind from one idea to the next, and of course my mouth 
had to share. Radiohead and Weezer played instead of Beethoven. In the background, 
Game Cube beckoned. I coughed again. 
"Do you want to just play Mario Kart?" my coach finally suggested as I reached 
for another paper towel. 
I considered. 
Women had given up on chess over the centuries. Or perhaps society had given 
up the game for them. Husbands could gather with the boys in an English or Parisian 
chess club, smoke a cigar, and make a bit of cash in a tournament. No women permitted. 
Meanwhile, the wives were relegated to that repetitive cycle: tend house, care for 
children, clean up after husband. No time for recreation. 
Well, that's boring. 
"No. One more game." 
Ten minutes later, I was checkmated. "You're getting better, though," Mike said 
as we cleared the table. "You're seeing a lot of things and keeping track of everything on 
the board. It's not easy." 
I went over to the sagging couch and grabbed a video game controller. Mike 
headed into the kitchen to get water. He had not made any disparaging remarks about my 
gender. He did not snicker that I had a plebeian mind incapable of grasping the game's 
grace. 
So why do women and men still compete in separate world championships? 
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Freud would suggest that men have the dnv ^ have greater visual-spatial 
conflict by capturing the father-like king. Studies s^.q md competitive. With the 
abilities than females and tend to be more overt) gg segregated tournaments 
number of male players far exceeding the number 
may give women a sense of "community." nuite literallv The 
But of course, the genders still manage to collide - some^es ^te My^he 
Brits fighting for chess's legitimacy as a sport were none too phasedw,hen Bn, ^  
master Danny Gormally caused a scene in June 2006, He alleged_y p 
Armenian grLd master Levon Aronian in a club after the Turin ChesOl^p«1T^ 
cause? Not some dirty move on the board, but rather dance floor J|edous> 
grand master Arianne Caoili (voted the seventh in the "World Chess BeautyConte^), 
Perhaps the men would be most distracted by a one-gender tournament, 
women. , . Tle,, i 
I found the best answer to the separation of men and women in The Sydi y 
Morning Herald. One reader asked, "Given there is no physical strength involved, why 
are there separate chess tournaments for men and women? 
The answer: "Because a king is no match for a queen. 
Snow cancelled classes on December 4. Steve sent me an instant message. I m 
heading up to the library tonight. We'll play there." 
Time to prepare. 
As my housemates frolicked around the homestead and hung up Christmas 
decorations, I camped out on the couch and read a book that my coach had lent me. 
Bobby Fischer Teaches Chess. "If you learn the attack, you can beat Steve," Mike had 
said as he'd handed me the paperback book. 
"Here is the fastest, most efficient, most enjoyable book on chess ever compiled," 
the book declared on the first page. 
Impressive. I skimmed through the first forty pages of diagrams and questions. I 
could see where the king should have moved and how the other pieces worked to protect 
him. 
"Are you reading that for fun?" my housemate Amber inquired. 
"No. I'm playing my friend tonight as part of a project." 
"Oh. Okay." She was clearly relieved; who reads about chess for fun? 
The night arrived, frigid and icy. I tmdged up the slippery hill to the library, 
pulling my hood over my ears. Thankfully chess does not require great physical skill; my 
muscles would have refused to relax after being buffered by the blistering wind. 
Steve was checking his e-mail in the Mac lab when I arrived, my fingers tingling 
and shoes leaving puddles behind me. He smirked as soon as we made eye contact. "Let's 
get this over with," he greeted me. 
"Okay. Where do you want to play?" 
He pointed to the computer. 
That threw me a bit. My only playing experiences (all two of them) had taken 
place on a tangible board, over which my opponent and I could see eye-to-eye. I liked the 
feeling of moving the pieces myself and hearing how they hit the board, of seeing my 
opponent hesitate and reconsider. 
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My face stayed calm. "All right." I took the swiveling chair next to him. He 
turned the monitor towards me. 
I clicked on the white pawn in front of the king and dragged it forward two 
pieces. 
Steve did the same. 
The game was on. 
Other students chattered in the lab, working on projects and swapping stories 
about the weekend. Steve and I stared at the computer-generated board. He took more 
time in deliberating than I'd thought he would. 
I tried to distract him: "So do you often play girls?" 
He chuckled. "Besides you?" 
"Yeah." 
"Nope. Nobody else is nerdy enough." 
He slid his bishop across the board - the first major move he'd made. He had to 
be planning something. . , 
I examined my options, hoping that a brilliant opening would appear - a trap that 
Steve could sink into as I made a glorious line across the board. But perhaps my mind 
had been chilled like my body, because I couldn't see any lucrative attacks. So pushed a 
pawn forward. r 
And it was like I was back on the field of the Cortland Stadium, running for a pass 
that wouldn't come. , ,. ,. . , ,, r 
At the very end, I thought my defenses would hold. The king stood barricaded by 
a bishop, two knights, and a queen. I pushed one of my horsemen out of the way. The 
black queen strode forward. 
And then -1 made - a fatal beginner's error. ., 
Steve's queen stared at my king. I could have leaped into her path earlier with my 
bishop. But no. I thought I had another option. 
I tried to move the king. He jumped back to his spot. 
".. .The king can't capture the queen?" 
"No," Steve answered calmly. 
I looked. Everywhere my king ran, the queen would come for him. 
"So I guess I can't go anywhere." 
"No," Steve replied. "That's called 'checkmate.'" 
Well, I knew that much. 
"Wow." my rival said as we walked out of the Mac lab. "You didn t take any 01 
my pieces. I can't believe how badly I destroyed you." 
I've only played twice. 
"I'm surprised you didn't beat me faster," I said out loud. "I expected more of 
y°U' Steve didn't have a comment for that one, but he gave me a high-five as we parted 
ways. "Toods, woman. It's been real." 
As I walked towards the door, I heard him taunt, "I still can't believe how badly 1 
destroyed you." 
But I didn't feel destroyed. Why should I? 
Shouldn't have moved that damn knight... I thought as I stepped into the below-
freezing night. I walked down the hill, picturing the knight staying in place, Steve s 
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queen retreating elsewhere, me capturing at least one of his pawns. may be e\ en one ol 
my pawns trespassing into the eighth rank and becoming a queen. 
But if I had to lose, at least one female on the board had been successful 
I hadn't learned the attack. I hadn't run into the end zone with the lootball tucked 
under my arm. Snowflakes drifted down. 
People walked by, faces hiding from the wind. I was just the girl they passed 
along the way. Just the girl in the bluejacket and long brown ponvtail, quietly but 
steadily making her way to the eighth rank. 
Bringing War Home: A Soldier's Story 
Krista Merry 
It has been forty years since my dad was in Vietnam and twenty-three since I was 
born. Tonight I will ask him some hard questions about Vietnam, questions I have 
wanted answered since I was a kid but never found the nerve to ask. My assignment 
becomes my excuse to ask, making urgent the questions tucked into the corners of my 
mind. Who can imagine their dad, the guy who walks around the house in long johns and 
loves rhubarb pie, as a soldier at war? I want to know the truth about his experience of 
war, what it was really like. I want to more deeply understand my dad, the smiling figure 
before me who surprises everyone when he says he's a veteran. I want to know it all, even 
if it is painful to hear. I know that my dad's stoty has something to teach me. I just don 7 
know what. As with all stories of war, his does not begin with combat but in the events 
leading up to it, in the decision to go to war in the first place. This is where I will begin 
with my dad. 
The air was hot and thick with the smell of metallic soot. Dark smoke encircled 
the body, entered the body, and it burned. If you were to look around you would see the 
crumbling interior of an iron foundry on its last leg. David only took this job to make 
some quick cash but he was beginning to doubt if it was even worth it He was 
*tHltS JOb W3S t0 Srge &e ir™'t0 heat il b 311 °Pen so that it could later 
be wrought into car parts. Next to David worked a man with Down syndrome who 
Bright yellow light from an overhead lamp spotliehtc mv • u- s 
reading chair. Iflweren't interviewing him tonLfhl ,7 f h,sfavonte 
anyway, reading the night away. AlZsTelZ!a L h< Si"'"8 then 
... Wer,M,»«_ ,U,„l:„0lgh 
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about mystery, war, and disaster, and he tells me the book he is reading now is about a 
major dust storm in the Great Plains. He focuses on the tragedy of others whereas I focus 
on my own. Rows of colorful paperbacks about how to be healthy and happy line my 
bedroom walls like Tibetan prayer flags. When conversation stalls, we talk about what 
we 're reading. Even in high school when we disagreed about everything, there was hope 
for solace in Catcher in the Rye. I try in earnest to impress him, to sound as smart as 
him, to be like him. In my favorite picture of my dad he is no more than six years old, 
book in lap, thoughtful eyes focused shyly on the camera. He has a youthful face similar 
to my own with smooth, pale skin framed by a mass of thick dark hair. I press on with my 
questions as dusk fades to night. 
God almighty, free at last! After a few months of work at the foundry David 
earned just enough to buy a cheap convertible, an irrational choice in the dead of winter 
in Scio, New York. What to do but drive down to Key West, a place where he could pull 
the top down and breath. With two hundred dollars in his pocket he took off alone, 
headed due south in hopes of finding his own direction. He didn't want to stay in Scio, 
that was for damn sure. He would be pressured to take over the family farm, his dad's 
greatest love and the family's prison. The never-ending farm work put stress on his 
parents' marriage, which ended in divorce when David was five. As for money, they 
were just barely getting by though he didn't realize how bad it was at the time. And he 
didn't want to go back to college. David was already a disappointment to his small high 
school after dropping out of Syracuse University in the first weeks of class. He left 
behind dreams of becoming a miter and a full journalism scholarship. It just didn't feel 
right. Key West allowed David to mull over these facts with unprecedented honesty. 
Not knowing how or why, an image began to form in his mind of joining the Marines. 
The year was 1966 and there was a war in Vietnam, which was way the hell away from 
Scio. When David returned home two weeks later he called the local recruiters. He was 
ready to get out. 
As my father recounts the indignities of growing up poor, in a "broken home " as 
they were called then, I am forced to consider my own surroundings. We sit in the living 
room of a large saltbox style home that has recently been renovated. My parents have a 
flair for decorating with antiques and the walls are painted in complimentary colonial 
colors. I click away at my laptop computer fitted with wireless Internet. My dad tells me 
in ninth grade he only had two pairs of pants, which he would alternate. Two pairs total. 
In my room there are probably more than ten pairs ofpants, and I still feel like I need 
more. It is summer break and I am not working, and instead taking online classes. We 
are not rich but comfortable, just an average middle class family in 2007. In our home 
we never go without. 
"Ya'll are lower than whale shit and that sinks to the bottom of the ocean," 
screamed the drill sergeant at arriving boot campers. The buses always arrived at camp 
around midnight to catch the recruits off guard. They were led by painted yellow 
footprints illuminated by flashlight to the barracks that would become their home for nine 
weeks. Within twenty minutes their heads were shaved. The plan was to quickly crush 
their individual identities and build them back up again, as Marines. Day in day out they 
were tested physically and emotionally. God help you if you were the last to finish an 
assignment. It was best to perform in the middle of the pack, save your energy and not 
draw attention to yourself. No matter what they did, though, they were told what a 
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+u* resilient began to really listen to this, 
fucking piece of shit they were. Even decision to enlist every day and then 
David listened. The weeks passed. He regretteI tas dwj^ ^  for ^ 
it was over as suddenly as it began. The w eary P called Why 
training at Camp Pendleton in San Diego where they watched a video <caUed^ 
Vietnam? which outlined the "domino theory^ whole of Asia would 
explained that if Vietnam were to fall under Communist c0™"1' . 
be vulnerable, which would ultimately threaten a Democratic It made just 
enough sense you see. With the end of training came a leave back home where they 
couldsay goodbye to family, get wasted with friends, or simply war^^vid had blown 
he wanted to leave his hometown, but as for his opinions on war, there were none. Why 
Vietnam? Why not? . . , ± J T 
By the time my dad starts talking about Vietnam it is already dark outside. 
notice hesitation in his voice. We have left the relative security of his stories of teenage 
misbehavior and are onto a darker chapter, but I don't corral him into talking until he s 
ready. When my dad wants to tell a story, it is truly enchanting. His memory is rich and 
detailed with a lifelong reader's appreciation for suspense and characterization. / once 
asked my dad what he'd like to be known for when he's gone, and his answer was simple: 
his stories. The living room darkens and 1 decide not to turn on a light in case the 
darkness comforts him. I love him so much in this instant, that he is willing to do this for 
me and my little essay. He reclines in his chair and stares upward as I imagine one in 
therapy may do. 
David arrived in Da Nang just before Christmas, right after celebrating his 
nineteenth birthday. Bob Hope was putting on a Christmas show for the troops with the 
sexpot Raquel Welch as its star performer. The place was surreal, not at all the hot sticky 
jungle he had imagined. David arrived during monsoon season and it was cold, damp, 
and miserable. The ground was either thick with mud when it rained or heavy with dust 
when it did not. He was stationed at Con Thien, which meant "place of angels'' in 
Vietnamese but was nicknamed "the meat grinder" by the troops. Irony abounded in 
Vietnam. Con Thien was located along the DMZ. a line separating North and South 
Vietnam at its skinny midsection. The base was not an established one, and all this meant 
for David was a lack of plumbing, refrigeration, and comfort. Surrounding the 30 acre 
base were deeply dug trenches, which were again surrounded by trip wire. Beyond the 
trip wire was a tall fence made of concertina wire, a barbed wire more lethal than the kind 
used on his father's farm back home. Outside the fence lay 55,000 land mines, some of 
which may still be buried in Vietnamese soil today. 
David slept in a sandbag shelter called a hootch, which had just enough room to 
fit a few cots. Not far from the hootches were the shitters, Marine slang for the sawed off 
55 gallon drums substituting for toilets. In the early months of their tour of duty, the 
"green" marines were frequent visitors of the shitters. Their diet consisted solely of 
canned, processed food. The most loathed of canned goods were the ham and lima beans, 
otherwise known as "ham and mother fuckers" because of the digestive turmoil that 
ensued. This, coupled with tainted drinking water and foreign germs, made diarrhea the 
bane of new arrivals. David was no exception and he awoke one night with the urgency a 
man with the runs only knows. Unable to use a flashlight lest he alert the North 
Vietnamese to their location, he made his way through the black of night as if 
blindfolded. Walking, twisting, carefully stepping along the wooden planks that criss-
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crossed the mud. Where was the damn shitter? Something caught his ankle and in an 
instant the sky was aglow with the light of a flare set off by tripwire. Fuck oh fuck, 
who's on guard duty? In the momentary light provided by the flare David saw the face of 
a friend, the young face of another teenage soldier with a machine gun. No time to run, 
only time to yell "Don't shoot Weinmier, it's me Merry!" David was not shot that day 
and he continued on to the shitter. His was a body in motion, inhaling, exhaling, heart 
beating in chest from one moment to the next. 
My dad laughs as he recounts this story of near-miss. He says it's his "best 
Vietnam story" and I can tell he has told it before by how easily it rolls off his tongue. 
Time and retellings have made it digestible, fitting into the usual comedic organization of 
his stories. I think briefly about how close he came to death and I came to non­
existence, but he doesn't dwell there long so neither do I. My dad and I end our 
discussion for the night when he tells me it is exhausting to tell his story all at once and 
we both go to sleep. The next day we return to the interview with spirits renewed, the 
bright light of day shining in our den as my cat naps lazily on the window sill. "Do you 
think kitties dream? " he asks. The afternoon is sunny and beautiful with the sound of 
chirping birds reverberating through the trees. 
Moments of happiness pierced through the nightmare of Vietnam. The soldiers 
played cards to overcome the disquiet boredom of military life. Along with their weekly 
food rations came three or four beers warmed by the sun. They were always Miller High 
Life, leading inevitably to the quip, "Oh yeah, this sure is the fuckin' high life." Their 
thirsty bodies became drunk easily as they relaxed into numbness. David owned a small 
Sony transistor radio that could only transmit the eerie, high pitched screeching that 
constituted Vietnamese pop music, but at least it was music. It was during the leisure 
hours that David made friends. Many were as young as he was and they talked crudely 
about their lives "back in the world," as the States were called. David grew close to a 
guy named Lathan, who, like him, had dropped out of college. He too was bright, a 
University of North Carolina dropout. Lathan was the only other guy who brought books 
to Vietnam, and he had tons of them. He shared his books generously, which were 
mostly classic works of fiction one would read if he hadn't dropped out of college. The 
first act of violence David saw in Vietnam was Lathan's ass being struck by a Vietcong 
bomb. His blood ran red on the dry Con Thien earth. 
Clusterfuck. That was how soldiers described the systematic military oversights, 
disorganization, and screw-ups. Gruesome battles were fought to overtake an area that 
would be abandoned a month later. Promotions were doled out to sergeants who were 
borderline insane. One big clusterfuck. So when David was assigned to be the squad s 
radio repairman though he had never repaired a radio, he was not surprised. He had 
stopped expecting things to be logical for some time. Colorblind as he was, David was 
concerned it would limit his ability to sort the multi-colored radio wires, but no one 
seemed concerned. You want me to fix the radios? Fine, ok, sure. A radio operator "who 
worked with David approached him after an NVA (North Vietnamese) ambush which he 
had escaped without a scratch. His radio was not so lucky; it had been hit with shrapnel 
and had since stopped working. The operator removed the radio from his canvas 
backpack and David was relieved to see it was a problem with an easy fix, new batteries. 
David examined the hole in the backpack where the shrapnel had ripped through and was 
caught by the radio. He realized that this radio saved the Marine's life as the impact was 
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knowing, he thought to himself. He couldn't say for sure 
Not knowing, this became Davids s & & p g in vietnam was 
whether or not he'd killed anyone though he pwDaicou]dn,t ^  who was 
erratic, never planned, usually amidst den one>s guess. This would torment 
shooting whom. Where your bullets end P ,f w take in all the suffering, suffering 
some people, but not David. If you alio y when g buddy was injured Md 
on both sides, it would eat you alive. N wou|d hear through the grapevine 
sent off to Da Nang for advanced medical care.^ ^ ^  Dayid taew, none of his 
that this person had survived, that person a ™' r- tjon_ as he knew, Lathan, 
close buddies were dead, but he di in t Pr®sj* t coujcjn,t be sure. David never 
the book-loving Southerner, was sti a IV 0f friends not then and not now. 
reviewed the list of 50,000 Vietnam dead in search ot friends, 
^ alone in this compulsion. My generation 
has come of age aongwith the computer. Anything you don't knowts your own fault. 
ZZaLntsTl^g right. During my junior year of college when I was fas, on my 
way to becoming a clinical psychologist, I was blindsided by ZZTZlnTdocW 
had no name. It could have been cancer and it could have been the flu, but no 
could tell me which was more likely. My rich life morphed tnto a 
always accompanied by the fear, the panic that waiting for the results brought. It was 
then, with my illness, that I first began to grapple with the unknowable. Even now three 
years later, with my official diagnosis of "chronic fatigue syndrome I must accept the 
possibility that I have some other disease of another name. There is literally no way of 
knowing. , . . f 
Being sick forced me to move back home with my parents who have taken care oj 
me like an infant reborn. Early on I asked my mom, 'Why didn't you tell me that life is 
so hard? " But now I know the answer; that is only something you can learn for yourself. 
Perhaps this is why it is only now that I am ready to talk to my dad about his dai kei 
memories. In accepting my own pain as an inescapable part of life, I can also accept my 
father's. The whole "acceptance of universal suffering" thing has been a mixed bag, 
however. It has brought me closer to my parents but further from friends who I feel 
"don't get it. " It is hard not to get jealous of them, not for their health but for their 
ability to be carefree. Is it possible that in an era defined by the availability of 
information, sometimes not knowing is best? 
David had been there a year, the average length of service in the Vietnam War. It 
was time to leave the world of hootches, shitters, and clusterfucks and return to the world 
of homes, toilets and, well, probably still some clusterfucks. The plane trip home felt 
surreal but this sense was dimmed by the free-flowing booze. Reunions with family and 
old friends helped David acclimate to civilian life. His high school buddies still treated 
him like he was the same easy-going reveler and this helped him decompress. Having 
seen the outside world he was ready to go back to school, and enrolled at Monroe 
Community College thanks to a generous G.I. bill which paid for his tuition. While there 
he became acquainted with the growing anti-war movement, but no cries of "baby-
killer! were thrown without care or provocation where he lived. Even if they did. it 
wouldn t have bothered David much. The war already seemed distant from him, he was 
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no longer part of it. He was free. 
Freedom allowed David to find his own way of protesting the war he came to see 
as needless, immoral, and incredibly screwed. Enrolling in classes of social justice and 
psychology, David explored the morality of war and other social causes. He attended 
rallies with blowhorn in hand, never to speak himself but always to lend a voice to others. 
At one rally the police arrived, gun in holster, and disbanded their peaceful protest. 
David had once been in uniform, too, and understood they were only doing their jobs. 
For years David pursued serious relationships in search of a connection he felt he'd lost 
while fighting in Vietnam. These all ended when David realized it wasn't a wife he was 
after. Over time his anger towards the war diminished. The war ended in 1975 and a 
nation grieved. David grieved too. The pain faded but his belief in the immorality of the 
Vietnam War never wavered. He married a woman as independent as he and together 
they built a life with two little daughters. His daughters became everything. 
I came into this assignment expecting to hear a story about war but instead I 
heard a story of survival, a story shared between a father and a daughter. My dad was a 
poor farmer's son who went into war and did what he had to to make it back out. His 
happiness today is his most remarkable achievement, from my perspective. There are 
many accounts of veterans who return to the civilian world with enduring physical and 
psychological trauma and those stories are essential to remind us of the horrors of war. 
But my dad's story is different and perhaps less familiar because people like him don't 
like to talk about it. I used to think that this was because he had repressed pain hidden 
inside, and he may, but I didn 't find this in my interview. The Vietnam War was not the 
defining moment of his life. Instead of repressing his memories he allows the worst to 
fade with time, and holds on to those that remind him he is alive. When I ask him if he 
regrets his choice to enlist, he says no. It has become part of who he is and he is doing 
fine. It is impossible to know if this is due to God, luck, or both, but I suspect it also has 
something to do with his personal resilience. His strength lies in his refusal to count the 
dead, to dwell in dark places. In his heart he has surrendered, not to a failed war but to 
a past that can not be changed. I too have surrendered, to an illness with no cause and no 
cure, which will only be weakened by the steady progression of time. I can only hope to 
move forward with the grace and dignity of my father. 
* 
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http://philipboltonjr.blogspot.com/ 
CONCEALED MANIFESTO: A COMPILATION OF LIFE 
EXPERIENCES 
Philip Bolton Jr. 
Excerpt from "The London Chronicles Series 
http://philipboltonir.blogspot.com/search/label/London%20Chronicles%20Series 
Trip to Liverpool 
Over the past few weeks I've thought about what a waste my time here would be if I 
didn't go out and explore more of England. So last week I was online and booked a day 
trip to Liverpool. I didn't ask if anyone else wanted to go because everyone else has their 
own agenda, so I went alone. To prepare I brought my Frommer's Guide to England and 
looked up the different sites and things to see in Liverpool. So when I arrived I 
immediately started walking towards sites and knew what I wanted to do for the 10 hours 
I would be there. I first found a nice pub to get fish and chips. After lunch I headed 
toward all the museums that the city had to offer. The Walker Art Gallery is a renowned 
museum in Europe and I immediately saw why. Many paintings and sculpture provided 
for a phenomenal visit. The best part was that the museums are FREE. Awesome. 
VIDEO 
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I walked through a few more museums but nothing compared to the Walker. After my 
museum run, I headed to Albert Dock. Apparently it's a famous place in Liverpool. When 
I got there I was amazed. Basically there is a square but the center is water and around 
the edge of the water are shops, the Merseyside Maritime Museum and Beatles Museum. 
Refer to map below and click to zoom in: 
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The Maritime Museum was phenomenal. Scale models of old ships like the Titanic, 
Luisitannia and information about them in full detail. They had a WWII naval section, 
which was very interesting. Amazing place to go to. And again, FREE. After the museum 
I walked around and found various shops to do some X-mas shopping. I stopped at the 
Beatles Museum and went down into the gift shop but they wanted £10 or $20 to get in, 
so I didn't go in haha. 
The Albert Dock was gorgeous and the view out on the waterfront was beautiful as well. 
I spent some time there taking pictures then headed toward the Liverpool Cathedral. 
The Cathedral was gigantic and I had a hard time taking pictures of it up close because it 
was so huge. Inside was cool, very dark and mysterious. Liverpool's Chinatown happened 
to be right next to the Cathedral so I stopped and visited that area. I even stopped at a 
Chinese restaurant for dinner. The main course was just a classic Chinese dish, but the 
dessert was something I've never tried before. It was called Coconut Supreme. Coconut 
ice cream, with bits of coconut meat served in half a coconut shell. Very Delicious I 
recommend trying i t  whenever the chance arr ives.  Looks a  l i t t le  something l ike this . . .  
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After Chinatown I figured on walking around randomly and figuring out the nightlife. I 
didn't do much research on nightlife and I guess that was a mistake. I had a very hard 
time finding a place where my peers would go. I ended up pub hopping and drinking 
alone basically. My own fault haha. Overall the experience was great because I figured 
out and dissected a city on my own and spent less that $ 100 doing it. Adios, Philip 
Coming soon: Stonehenge and Bath Trip 
Posted by Philip Bolton Jr at 10/31/2007 09:00:00 AM 0 comments 
Labels: London Chronicles Series 
» 
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http://blog.cortIand.edu/dmlykos 
The Sports Chick: sports from a chick's perspective 
Deana Lykos 
Excerpts 
The Chick 
Hi Everyone! First off, thanks for reading this blog. Secondly, I just wanted all of you to 
learn a bit more about the Sports Chick. I grew up in Dix Hills, Long Island, NY loving 
the New York Jets. I got my love of football from my daddy. Basically when I stalled to 
learn my ABC's, I knew all the teams in the NFL, and which helmet belonged to which 
team. Along with the Jets, our family also has a love affair with the New York Yankees. 
The first real Yankee game I can remember going to is the 1998 World Series against the 
Atlanta Braves. As far as jet games go, I was practically born in seat 4, row 4, section 207 
(come visit!). Speaking of the World Series, I've been probably the luckiest sports fan in 
the world. I've gone to dozens of Jets playoff and Monday Night Football games 
(including the 41-0 massacre of Indy!). I've also been to numerous Yankee playoff and 
World Series games. Some of my favorite games to go to are the rivalries. I've seen 
Yankees v. Red Sox. Jets v. Dolphins, Jets v. Patriots, Yankees v. Mets, Cardinals v. 
Cubs, and Hills East v. Deer Park (yay Mikey HSE WR/PR/KR the best in long island, 
and yes he's my little brother)! At one point in my life I regularly sat behind home plate 
at Yankee Stadium with all the celebrities and businessmen, and yes Derek Jeter waved 
to us when we screamed his name fifty-million-times! This past year I went to South 
Beach for Superbowl XLI, another mind blowing experience, and probably one of the top 
ten moments in my life. I've experienced all these great sports events, and I'm only 19 
years old! I love sports, and I love to write. Going to all the events mentioned was 
extremely cool, but my ultimate goal in life is to write about them. This blog is my first 
step in that goal, and I hope you enjoy reading it! - Chicky 
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Super Bowl Girl Experiment 
Posted by: Deana Lykos, in chick talk, business, NFL 
Since I dislike both the Giants and Patriots, I decided to do a little experiment and watch 
the Super Bowl like half the world's population ... I watched as a female, and not a 
football fanatic. After experiencing the Super Bowl like a "girl" I've realized why my 
fellow females HATE THE SUPER BOWL!! 
We were forced to watch two teams we could care less about (the score being 7-3 most of 
the game didn't help either!), watch a Halftime show featuring a singer that is 20 years 
older than my dad, and tire biggest disappointment of the night was definitely the 
commercials! As each commercial went by I thought, "Well hopefully this one is better," 
but no they were terrible! 
Each commercial made me wonder why the hell would a company spend millions and 
millions of dollars on 30 seconds of pure crap! Now there were a few "ha ha that was 
cute" commercials such as, the Bridgestone squirrel scream, and the Rocky themed 
Budweiser. But other than that the commercials were the worst I've ever seen! click here 
to see the misery for yourself! However, my favorite of the night was the NFL 
sponsored spot of the Super Ad. It featured Houston Texans Ephraim Salaam and Chester 
Pitts. The NFL had various players tell stories from their NFL careers and the best story 
would be featured in an ad. The Texans story was clearly the best, and funniest! Click 
here to see it! 
After the NFL Super Ad aired my experiment ended. I realized that no matter how much 
I hated my NY Jets' rivals, I was still a football fan! I still got the chills during the 
National Anthem, and during the touchdowns! Football is a sport that thrills those who 
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thrill it. The commercials never got better, and by the 4th quarter I was back to my old 
form and watching the game for the game. The Manning to Tyree pass within the last 
minute of the game was one of the greatest Super Bowl moments I ve seen! So congrats 
to the Giants (and to my friends and family who are Giants fans). I only hope that your 
Super Bowl 42 win will make you heckle me and my fellow Jets fans less, but I've lived 
under the shadows of NYC for too long and I know it's only gonna get worse! So LET'S 
GO JETS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
No Comments » 
Finding the Freedoms of Contemporary Free Verse 
Allison Porzio 
Most days Johnny holds the anger inside. He looks like any other teen with baggy jeans 
and a beat-up white shirt, but he is bigger than most, as though the anger puffs up his 
stomach with hot air, and waits to escape. I met Johnny one day while working in the 
local YMCA teen center. He played alone, leaning over the pool table, hitting balls into 
the pockets at random, not even using the cue ball. 
"Where do you go to school?" I asked my fail-safe opener to every teen-center newbie. 
Johnny looked up at me with a bland expression. "I used to go to Tully, but now I go to 
Hillbrook," he said. Hillbrook is a juvenile detention facility. Johnny paused, letting this 
sink in, then went back to playing pool. "I have anger management problems, but I might 
be able to go back to Tully soon. We have to wait and see. I got sent back to Tully before, 
but it didn't work out..." 
I didn't say anything for a moment. Johnny didn't look like an angry kid. I decided to ask 
the same follow-up question that I ask other kids. "Well... What's your favorite subject?" 
"I don't really have one," Johnny said. "But I like writing poetry." He stopped playing 
pool, put his stick on the ground, and leaned on it like a crutch. I m pretty good at it, 
too." 
"I love poetry!" I told him. "I used to write it in high school. What do you write about?" 
"Mostly death, pain, dark things." 
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A mottled "oh" came through my lips. I don t P. time Do you ever 
"Sure, I wrote about some dark stuff in high school too. friend9" 
write about happy things? Like when you have a good day or meet 
Johnny smiled a little and got excited. It might have been the ^ passion 
or just the discussion of poetry itself, but whatever it was, I couldcemJysee the passion 
in his face. "Yeah! I write about that too sometimes. But mostly dark stu . 
"What kind of poetry do you write?" I asked, thinking of my high school exercises in 
writing villanelles, haiku, and sonnets. 
"I dunno," Johnny said, looking confused. "Just whatever." 
I doubt Johnny writes villanelles. Most high school students don't write formal poetry m 
their free time; I know that I rarely did. It's more likely that Johnny and kids like him 
play in contemporary free verse. For Johnny, free verse allows him to release his boiling 
emotions, and for kids everywhere free verse offers a similar outlet for pent-up feelings 
and thoughts. Free verse lives within their comfort level, easily within reach, bince 
there's no formal structure, meter, or rhyme, it's accessible to all students. Teaching 
classic forms should not be abandoned, but students first need an understanding of the 
basics of poetry. Free verse acts as an excellent introduction. Integrating contemporary 
free verse into the curriculum can engage and empower your students, and it can operate 
as a powerful learning tool. 
Free Verse: What? And Why? 
D.H. Lawrence once wrote "Free verse toes no melodic line, no matter what drill-
sergeant... get rid of the stereotyped movements and the old hackneyed associations of 
sound and sense." To the free-verse poet, old forms and cliched images are like an elderly 
prostitute; tired, ugly, and likely to infect a healthy poem. For a more formal definition, 
The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory shows us that free-verse 
poetry is distinct because of what it lacks. No formal structure or rhyme controls a free-
verse poem. It has "no regular meter or line length and depends on natural speech 
rhythms and the counterpoint of stressed and unstressed syllables" (331). From this 
definition of free verse, note the phrase "depends on natural speech rhythms." This is 
essential because free verse not only strives to mimic natural speech rhythms, but it also 
attempts to mimic natural patterns of life, the images and sounds inherent in the day-to­
day. 
How might a free verse poet mimic the natural patterns of life? The poet does not 
abandon poetic devices, but uses the devices to achieve meaning or evoke emotion. A 
free verse poet may use imagery that reminds the reader of everyday life. The poet may 
use similes and metaphors in unexpected ways. A poet may use the rhythm of words to 
show the rhythms and motion at work in a scene from everyday life. The list of devices 
that a poet may use goes on and on, but the essential fact to retain is that these devices are 
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not abandoned: the poet molds the devices into a poem, but avoids cliched constructions. 
Let's look at examples from two famous free verse poets. 
The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory states that "Walt 
Whitman is the poet commonly referenced for final development and implementation of 
the form. Free verse would be widely embraced and employed by many poets, including 
Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, D.H. Lawrence and William Carlos Williams" (331). Look at the 
first stanza from Whitman's popular poem O Captain! My Captain! 
O Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip is done, 
The ship has weather'd every rack, the prize we sought is won, 
The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all exulting, 
While follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel grim and daring; 
But O heart! heart! heart! 
0 the bleeding drops of red, 
Where on the deck my Captain lies, 
Fallen cold and dead. 
The poetic techniques that Whitman uses in his poem expose the anguish and pain of the 
sailor's life. One can see the emphasis on vibrant images such as the "bleeding drops of 
red." Whitman captures the sounds of the ship coming into port "The port is near, the 
bells I hear, the people all exulting." The one-syllable words, followed by two-syllable 
words at the end of the line, create a ringing sound as the line is read aloud. Whitman's 
diction creates a mood of anguish from words such as "fearful," "grim," "daring," 
"heart," "bleeding," "red," "cold," and "dead." Whitman does use rhyme in his poem, but 
the device does not drive or help form the poem. Whitman's poem shows the origins of 
the form, but high school students may appreciate a more contemporary example. See 
Appendix A for poems to use in your classroom. 
For a more recent example, Former poet laureate Billy Collins provides an appealing 
contemporary free-verse poem called Introduction to Poetry. 
1 ask them to take a poem 
and hold it up to the light 
like a color slide 
or press an ear against its hive. 
I say drop a mouse into a poem 
and watch him probe his way out, 
or walk inside the poem's room 
and feel the walls for a light switch. 
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I want them to waterski 
across the surface of a poem 
waving at the author's name on the shore. 
But all they want to do 
is tie the poem to a chair with rope 
and torture a confession out of it. 
They begin beating it with a hose 
to find out what it really means. 
Thematically, Collins' poem glorifies the explorative freedom of the free-verse genre; it 
simultaneously exemplifies the technical aspects of the form. Note Col ins use o unique 
similes and metaphors, his use of original images and his use of sound, such as the 
alliteration in the phrase "begin beating it." This poem will surely appeal to your students 
because of the fun, relatable images. It could be a great kick-off example for a free-verse 
workshop. 
The explorative freedom inherent in free-verse poetry makes the genre accessible to 
students from a wide range of backgrounds and abilities. It's a simple genre, and students 
can create beautiful, simple poems or complex abstractions, depending on their desire and 
ability level. With practically no constraints or rules regarding form and structure, 
students can use the genre to express their lives and perspectives through images that 
reflect their personal environment. Within the same classroom, students ranging from the 
most gifted to the most disabled and the most privileged to the most disadvantaged, will 
be able to express themselves in the same genre. Expand this to include the whole school, 
or perhaps a larger area including inner-city and suburban schools. Perhaps all of these 
students could get together for a celebration of poetry. In a September 2006 article for the 
English Journal John B. Kryder suggests that exhibitions of poetry, music and dance can 
break social barriers and allow students to form meaningful relationships. I will address 
such techniques later in the article, but consider for now the possibilities of Kryder's 
inclusive philosophy. Kryder asserts that "true education lives on conversation and risk" 
(36). Using free verse as a jumping point, I encourage you to take risks and break-open 
conversations with your students, allowing images and experiences to flood the 
classroom. 
Using free verse, you can teach expression and empathy arise as short-term goals for your 
students, but also consider the long-term skills that develop from using this genre. In the 
wake of No Child Left Behind, we must constantly consider the test-taking practicality of 
everything we teach. Since poems have constantly been included as texts on New York 
State tests, we can use free verse as an approachable method for understanding poems. 
Analysis of free verse allows students to easily understand how images can work in a 
poem, as well as sound devices. Although there is no controlling form or rhyme, many 
poetic devices usually arise in a well-written free-verse poem, for example, Whitman's 
beautiful use of apostrophe or Collins' use of simile and metaphor in the above poems. 
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Free verse also allows students to consider audience and purpose. These aspects make 
free-verse poetry excellent fodder for student critical analysis. 
Free verse pushes students far beyond critical analysis, though. Free verse lends itself to 
classroom activities that engage students in reading, writing, speaking, and listening. We 
can hit all of the New York State standards for EL A, and with free verse, it's easy to have 
fun. Let's take a look at some methods that will have students understanding new ideas 
and perspectives, relating these ideas to their own lives, and exchanging thoughts with a 
wide-range of people. 
How? Forget Instruction, Try Immersion 
Think back to a poetry lesson you remember from high school. Remember a lesson that 
had you laying your head on the desk with your eyes directed towards the clock on the 
wall. Tick-tock, tick-tock. Rhyme, meter, scansion, tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock teases 
the clock. The classroom was probably bland and the teacher probably stood at the 
chalkboard or overhead reading through a poem. He marks the stressed and unstressed 
syllables. He writes lists of "A," "B," and "C" to illustrate the rhyme. He explains the 
meaning of words thou know'st not and will ne'er rememberest hence. As a student, you 
probably couldn't wait to get out of that classroom. 
Georgia Heard gives us methods for sweeping students out of the clock-watching 
doldrums and into a magical, imaginative world of poetry. In her book Awakening the 
Heart, she suggests transforming our classrooms into a poetry environment. The poetry 
environment exists on emotional and physical levels, and "sends out messages: that all of 
our students' lives matter; that every voice is worth listening to; and that students can 
take risks in writing poems about whatever their hearts urge them to write" (Heard 3). As 
teachers, we can be caretakers of the emotional environment by showing our students 
how to be respectful, supportive, and fascinated by one another's thoughts. Create a 
physical poetry environment by allowing students to bring to class photos, quotes, 
paintings, books, or even a seashell, a fossil or a small stuffed animal. They can keep 
these objects on their desks, or you can establish a special bookshelf in the classroom. 
Students can also tape photos and quotes on their journals for inspiration and comfort. 
These journals should become your students' best friend when it comes to working with 
poetry. Don't forget to bring in your own inspirational items to share, since it will help to 
create a classroom community (Heard 16). 
Once you have the environment, you need the substance. To create a free-verse poetry 
workshop that excites and impassions your students, exposure to well-written free-verse 
poetry is the first step. Select poems that match the reading level as well as the interests, 
concerns, and emotions that your students feel on a daily basis. Heard offers three layers 
for reading poems, which can be used to scaffold poetry reading skills. Take a look at 
each layer. 
Heard's first layer strives to make poetry part of students' everyday lives. This layer 
brings poetry into their world through poems that are "accessible, nonthreatening, and 
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relevant" (Heard 21). Fill your classroom with books of poetry and put your s^dents10 
work. Have them find places for poetry in the world around them. s rnrnniex 
simpler level; Heard suggests hanging poems around the schoo or on a m 
level, you could challenge your students to start a community-wi e poe y 
You could challenge your students to choose a theme, such as nature or in , 
poetry that fits the theme. To make poetry a part of daily life, you can ang po 
poems written on them around your room, or start each day by reading a poem o 
class. Poetry 180 is a campaign that Billy Collins initiated to get poetry ir*t0 ie e^ery 
cycle of the classroom, and offers methods and poems for implementing ai yrea *ngs; 
For more information visit http://www.loc.pov/poetrv/180/, or buy Poetry 180: A lurmng 
Back to Poetry, or 180 More, a second anthology spurred by the success of the tirst. 
Soon your students will recognize poetry in their everyday world, and the next step is to 
connect with poetry on a personal level, which is Heard's second layer. Connecting wit 
poetry can help students to make meaning of the poem and to make meaning of their own 
lives. Heard suggests a few ways to help you accomplish this including giving students 
poems as gifts; leaving poems on desks and asking them to sit with the poem with which 
they identify; or creating a self-portrait anthology, which involves students collecting 
poems that describe them in some way (Heard 34-35). As they engage in these activities, 
reflection on the poems will affirm understanding. Through journaling, free-writing, or 
orally sharing as a class, reflection will make the exercises more than just a poetry-
collection operation. All of these ideas lend themselves to portfolio creation, which gives 
your students a sense of larger purpose and a tangible sense of accomplishment. 
The third, most standardized-test friendly, layer involves analyzing the poem for 
construction and meaning. Some students might see a poem like the sphinx's riddle: 
confusing, waiting to kill their academic lives and devour them in cryptic words and 
meanings. The good news for these students is that you can help them from getting lost 
between the lines. Just take your time and work though the poem in steps. The first step is 
to introduce to the whole class a few poems that exemplify the poetic attributes that you 
wish to teach. Again, see Appendix A for poems to use in class. Randy Bomer, a member 
of the genre-study advocacy clan, calls these poems touchstone texts; a thorough, whole-
class understanding of these texts will make them excellent reference tools (Bomer 125). 
To teach the touchstone poems to the class, you will want to distribute them in a form 
that invites annotation. Whether it is a Xerox copy that has lots of space for notes or a 
book with a pad of post-it notes or flags, your students will need to mark insightful ideas 
or confusing words and phrases. When reading the poem as a class, make sure that the 
students read the poem at least twice, but the more times the better. Have them read it 
once to themselves, then have them listen to it read aloud, either from a recording or read 
by you, since a poor reading can hinder understanding. You may also want to use guided 
reading or think aloud techniques when the class first begins reading for analysis and 
interpretation. Such methods help them learn how to read through the text independently 
for a more complex understanding. 
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After the reading, invite initial responses from the students. Ask each student to journal 
about the poem. Heard suggests sharing thoughts in small groups, but you could also 
have a few volunteers share their interpretations with the class (Heard 44). Unless you are 
an ardent and archaic New Critic, never completely disregard an interpretation. Instead 
investigate how to build textual support for interpretations. As you work in free verse 
with them, be sure to explain that although the "form" is not as "formal" as traditional 
poetry, free verse poets still use poetic tricks (devices) to make meaning. Working 
through the poetic tricks may involve either a few or many mini-lessons, depending on 
the background of your students. 
As you work through the poetic devices, try to integrate the lesson into a larger 
conversation about the poem. Bomer says in Time for Meaning, that he first asks students 
what they liked about the poem, and then gives the techniques a name when appropriate 
(Bomer 127). For example, when reading Whitman's poem O Captain! My Captain!, a 
student might say "I really like the line 'But O heart! heart! heart!"' You could respond 
with more questions to investigate the meaning such as "What does the 'boom boom 
boom' sound of the line remind you of?" Hopefully the student will respond that it 
sounds like a heavily beating heart, and you can explain the devices of repetition and 
stressed syllables. If you use these methods to work through a poem as a whole class, 
eventually they should be able to do it on their own for the state exams and for 
themselves in the future. Once the students understand how a poem constructs meaning, 
they can work on expressing their own ideas through poetry. 
Think it! Feel it! Write it! 
Now that your students have completed the reading portion of your free-verse poetry 
workshop, they should be thinking about poetry as part of their everyday world, writing 
to which they can personally relate, and texts that can be decoded for meaning. As they 
write their own poems, their process should parallel what they already know: they will 
use the everyday world as a source for topics, imagery, meaning, etc.; they will build 
their poems from their own life and perceptions; they will encode meaning into their 
poems following the example of the touchstone texts. Beginning to write poetry may 
seem like a huge task for you and your students, but it's just like reading poetry: simply a 
step-by step method. 
Let's begin with the first step, finding where poetry hides. Interactive writing exercises 
will excite your students at the beginning of the unit. Geof Hewitt offers a great opening 
exercise for a free-verse poetry writing workshop in his book Today You Are My Favorite 
Poet. Give students a few seconds to write a phrase that describes something they noticed 
earlier that morning, and then write each student's phrase on the board in the form of a 
poem. Ask the students to copy the poem into their journals and revise the poem for 
homework, cutting, adding, and linking phrases. I did a version of this exercise recently 
with a class of 12l grade creative writing students. I brought ads from a fashion 
magazine; these ads tend to be poetic and dramatic. I asked students to free-write in their 
journals about the context or story behind their chosen ad. Then I asked the students to 
focus on the moment of the ad by choosing a person in the ad and describing the scene 
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from their perspective using the all of the five ®e."se®e^^ of f poem, and I would have 
his or her free-write which I wrote on the board in t were funnv 
revised it, if I had more time. The students loved the activity bwause 
surprising, and unexpected; charactenstrcs hat can>be ^ ofthat; looking for 
After the class, one student said to the teacher, We nee . , tc love looking 
ideas and stuff" Music to a pre-service teacher's ears. I learned that stt 
for ideas. Whether you use Hewitt's technique, mine, someone else , > 
sure to help students to look at their surroundings as a source or a poem. 
These kick-off activities offer a great opportunity to stress revision from the beginning of 
the workshop. By modeling a revision on the chalkboard, you will get the students 
thinking about methods for revision. You may choose to revise the group poem above, or 
one of your own poems. I recently saw a powerful activity for revision at work in t e 
classroom I am observing as part of my masters' coursework. Hewitt calls the method 
"parts of speech revision." The teacher whom I observed told the students he wanted to 
help them use language that "sizzles." The students read through a passage of their 
writing. The teacher tells them to circle all of the verbs. They then have to pick two and 
replace them with more vivid, active verbs. Then they have to choose one verb and add 
an adverb. Then he has them do the same thing for nouns and adjectives. Then he has 
them add a simile. Since the simile is a little harder, they work on creating one together 
as a class first. They worked with the sentence "The car screeched down the street." The 
teacher asked them for objects that made screeching noises. Students shouted out 
suggestions, and eventually the sentence turned into "The rusty car screeched down the 
street like an alley cat." The students saw the exercise as a hunt for a better image, and 
got excited as they worked. Such exercises make revision approachable for students who 
may be daunted or lost at the prospect of revising a whole poem. 
Now that the students have worked as a class to create and revise poems, you can push 
them further to look for poems in their lives and to look for poetic devices in the world 
around them. To help students get started, Hewitt offers visual organizers such as an 
"Idea Wheel" to discover different combinations of topics, attitudes, and circumstances 
(Hewitt 24). He also offers a "Chart of Infinite Variables," which helps students organize 
the aspects of narration, setting, symbolism, and sensory details in their poem. You will 
want to guide the student through these techniques, modeling them first and then asking 
them to try it on their own, peeking over their shoulders at every step. See Appendix B 
and C for these visual organizers. 
As the students work on their poems, peer and teacher response are valuable tools. Joel 
Krammer offers a powerful method in a January 2002 English Journal article. Krammer 
created a "conversational area" on an educational website, but any forum site would 
probably work (Krammer 67). The students post poems and respond to them. In 
Krammer's case, other English classes from around the school joined into the 
conversation, breaking down the walls between classrooms. Each student posted two 
poems and responded to five other poems. The website, as a form of publication may 
help students feel as though they are working towards a larger purpose and audience The 
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exposure to their peer's poems will also push them to work harder on their own poems 
and build off of the each other's ideas. 
As you read drafts of your student's poems, you may notice that they need help with 
certain poetic devices. This is your tip-off as to which mini lessons you will need to 
weave into your workshop. For example, perhaps students have trouble creating powerful 
similes and metaphors. You may want to create some together as a class and then have 
the students do some on their own. With sufficient practice, they will be able to use the 
devices in their poems. Robin Behn and Chase Twichell offer an excellent collection of 
exercises that can be used for such mini lessons. See Appendix D for an example. 
The writing component to your workshop will depend on the needs of your students. As 
you create your workshop, remember a few things: keep it exciting with whole-class 
activities such as the group poem kick-offs, keep it relevant to the students by letting 
them choose what to write about, and let them learn from each other as well as learning 
from you. Finally, remember to keep your lessons flexible. Leave room for necessary 
mini lessons, and leave room for necessary fun. 
Reading and Writing! Now What? 
So, now you have a class full of poets. What should you do with them now? Give them 
the experiences that real poets enjoy: readings, slams, and publishing poems in magazines 
and books. Participating in these events challenges them to strengthen their poetry. Plus 
it's fun. 
Performance offers students the opportunity to feel the poetry. Some poems especially 
allow students to feel the rhythm and motion of the lines. John Noell Moore describes 
this result in a January 2002 English Journal article. As a kick-off for his poetry unit, 
Moore asks the students to plan a performance for Carl Sandburg's poem Jazz Fantasia. 
Just imagine the stomping or clapping beats your students might invent to match lines 
like "Drum on your drums, batter on your banjoes,/ Sob on the long cool winding 
saxophones./ Go to it, O jazzmen." As a kick-off, performances can get students excited 
and involved in poetry, but the same effect is possible if the performance occurs at the 
end of the unit. 
Some teachers choose to place performances at the end of the unit, as a kind of 
celebration. Krammer's students performed in an out-of-class poetry slam at the end of 
the unit, and used in-class time to prepare for it. The students memorized and performed 
famous poems in front of the class. In order to truly perform the poem, the students 
needed to first analyze it and understand the meaning; this is perfect preparation for 
standardized tests, though your students would never guess it. 
In the class I have been observing this semester, the students were asked to learn, 
interpret, and perform a sonnet. The students worked on the poems in class, but also 
worked on the poems in the halls, in the cafeteria, and on the benches outdoors. The 
teacher said it was an amazing feeling to see students working so hard on a poem for your 
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rpcnnnse to free verse if you allow 
class. This was the response to sonnets, so imagine P roqtumes and props 
your students to create their own poems and incorporate music, costumes, and props. 
While whole-class and whole-school performances excite students, imagine Ae response 
if the event grew to a whole-community scale. Geof Hewi Each poet gets 
marathon;" an outdoor festival with food, dance, and poetry ( e • 
the microphone for five minutes to perform. Others have com me article. Such 
schools to create larger celebrations, as mentioned at the beginning crhnnk 
large celebrations can break down social barriers and build relationships betwee . 
If competitive sports such as football and basketball can create tension between schools, 
perhaps poetry celebrations can help to ease some of that tension. 
For shy or introverted students, contests and publication offer a happier end to the unit. A 
large-scale contest can have the same inclusive effects as the large-scale performances. 
One contest in Northern California called "Poetry for People" attempted to use poetry to 
break barriers between and within schools. The students wrote poetry about racial and 
self-affirming themes, but any relevant themes would work in another context. As a result 
of the "Poetry for People" project, the students became literate in the area of poetry and 
learned the power of words in a democratic setting (Joscon 30). 
Literary magazines offer another outlet for students. Whether the students publish in a 
school-wide, local, regional, or national periodical, publication allows students to feel 
that their voice can be heard. Many outlets exist for high school students; a few minutes 
on google.com will bring up a plethora. Get started by checking out Say What Magazine, 
Positive Teens, Teen Inc. and Skipping Stones. More sources can be found online with a 
simple Google search, or you can use the list compiled at www.upwordspoetry/links. 
Geof Hewitt offers a final possibility for publication: homemade books. These books 
allow students to create their own cover designs, illustrations, and unify their books with 
a theme. Forget the packet of poetry. Surely students would rather create a personalized 
book of poetry as a final project. See Appendix E for instructions. 
The Great Grading Debate 
It's personal, it's creative, it's experimental, so how do we begin to grade it? Do we 
grade it at all? I'm going to advocate grading poetry, because I believe that there are fair 
ways to do it. Grading, like school-rules, gives students a feeling of comfort. When you 
grade students, they know how they are doing in the class and they have an A-B-C-D-F 
to take home to hovering mom and pop. 
One fair method for grading of poetry is to get the students involved in the process. 
Allowing the students to help construct the rubric will create a meaningful discussion in 
the process. The students can consider what constitutes good poetry, and they may be 
more apt to use these techniques as they write. Reflections and self-evaluation also give 
the students a voice in the grading. Require your students to hand-in a reflection and self-
evaluation with their poems. Based on the reflection, consider what the student tried to 
accomplish with the poem, and take this into account as you grade. Use the grade that the 
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student assigned himself or herself as a percentage of their final grade. There's truth 
behind the popular cliche, "you are your own worst critic," and the students may 
demonstrate an impressive ability to evaluate themselves. 
As the students work through the unit, give them the opportunity to improve and change 
their poems through drafts and revision. Respond more heavily on the drafts than on the 
final product, so the student has an opportunity to develop his or her poem. Conferences 
for larger poetry projects can also be helpful. 
Ultimately, you may find yourself using the same methods for grading poetry as you use 
for other writing projects. Students who are accustomed to your grading methods may be 
confused by major changes. Make the students' welfare your main concern and shape 
your evaluation accordingly (Lenoir 62). 
Go Forth Freelyl 
Free-verse poetry is like a nation Geof Hewitt writes. "It's a land where every person has 
an equal chance for success" (Hewitt, introduction x). Anyone can live here; income, 
ability, race, gender, opinion bar none. No laws in this land, only suggestions for 
communicating with others. 
Give your students a visa into this nation. Let them explore the possibilities of 
expression, and they will learn from the experience. The lessons learned from free verse 
will translate into other areas. Free verse teaches the power of language and how words 
can illustrate a meaning. This skill will help them to understand the poetry of the world 
around them. 
Free verse will give your students a chance to have some fun and freedom, but stays 
within the verses of state standards. Since it's personal, kids love it, and since it can be 
used to address state standards 1-4, teachers love it. Kids like Johnny accept free verse 
because it offers a healthy way for self expression. Educators across the board accept free 
verse because it gives students practice for state testing. Whichever side of the spectrum 
you find yourself squatting on, it's difficult not to fall in love with free verse. 
After our conversation about poetry, I never saw Johnny again, but I will never forget 
what he taught me. All students have a voice: voices resonating in harsh growls, voices 
barely reaching a whisper, voices singing sweet like candy, voices sobbing wet and thick 
like puddles. All of these voices struggle to be heard. Let's give them the microphone. 
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